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Abarset--The time harmonic acoustic boundary value problem ina smooth, bounded domain O of R 2 is 
considered asa first order system. The optimal symptotic L2(G) and Hl(O)-error estimates 0(h 2) and 0(h) 
resp. are derived for a piecewise linear finite element approximation. 
INTRODUCTION 
The system of linear differential equations 
grad p +/we V=f 
die V 4- kokp = g(-- 0) (0.1) 
describes approximately the behavior of time-harmonic acoustic waves with frequency o, in a 
medium G C R 2 with certain acoustical properties given by the scalar functions E, k, see [1, 2]. In 
order to ensure the normal solvability of the system (0.1) certain boundary conditions are 
imposed; for example 
pffi0 on JG (0.2) 
or  
n.  V = 0 on aG, (0.2)' 
which correspond to so called Dirichlet's or Neumann's boundary value problem respectively. 
From a mathematical point of view there is no difference between the case where g is not 
necessarily vanishing and when e is a uniformly positive definite, bounded, matrix-valued 
function. 
If we eliminate V from (0.1) we obtain by (0.2) (by (0.2)' resp.) Dirichlet's (Neumann's resp.) 
boundary value problem for a second drder elliptic differential operators in divergence-form. 
The elimination of p in (0.1) gives a non-elliptic boundary value problem. The difficulty can be 
avoided by using projection methods (see, e.g. Ref. [3]). An alternative possib~ity to use the 
projection method has been given by Fix ([4]), who used Kelvin's and least squares principle 
(see Refs. [5, 6], too). However, these approaches lead to so called grid decomposition property, 
which is not easy to check. 
In the following we make a more technical use of the method of orthogonal projection; the 
basic idea is to use some sort of "elliptization". This "trick" has proved to be useful in the 
development of "weak" existence theory for Maxwell's boundary value problem[3, 7], and 
when applied to the approximate problem it makes extra conditions on the triangulation of G 
unnecessary. 
Since the Dirichlet and Neumann cases are very similar with respect to the approach 
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presented here, we restrict our considerations to the Dirichlet's boundary condition (see as well 
Remark 2.5). We assume sufficient regularity for both the coefficients e, k and the boundary ~G 
to make standard regularity results applicable. 
To prepare problem (0.1), (0.2) for the treatment by the finite element method we have to 
define it in the framework of "weak" solution concepts. To do this we first write equation (0.1) 
in the form 
• e- I f  i(k-,0div e-'~rad)(V)-~o(V)=,(k-,g ), 
or for short 
AU - oJU = F, (0.3) 
where F: = (ie-lflik-~g) and U:--(V[p) (here ('1") denotes ordered pair). Equation (0.3) can 
now be regarded as an operator equation in a certain Hilbert space ~'o with inner product (., "L 
(a parameter, [['H° corresponding orm), where the domain D(A) of A has to "contain" (in a 
generalized sense) the boundary condition (0.2). It can he shown that A has a selfadjoint 
extension ,@ (Theorem 1.3). Problem (0.1), (0.2) now takes the form: Find U E D(~) such that 
(M - ¢o)U = F. (0.4) 
Since the range R(~) of the operator educes ~ and the first factor of R(M) satisfies 
condition ^ eV = 0 on aG in a generalized sense, we can assume without loss of generality 
that this boundary condition is "built in" the space ~., such that U = (Vlp) satisfies not only 
p = 0 but also n ^ eV = 0 on aG as generalized boundary conditions. 
For an appropriate choice of the parameter = and o~ in the resolvent set p(~) of ~/it can be 
shown (Theorem 1.7) that equation (0.4) is equivalent to the sesquilinear form equation 
- (1 + U)o = + o3) , F )o -  (=/,,3)(curl f4,=, curl eFi)s o) (0.5) 
for all ~ E D(d), where (., .),~, denotes the "graph" inner product of d and (., ")v~c~ the usual 
scalar product for vector fields with square integrable components. Equation (0.5) is used for 
the finite element approximation procedure in the usual manner. 
Using piecewise (with respect o a regular triangulation) linear vector fields V h and 
functions p* respectively, which satisfy conditions n ^ eV* = 0 and ph = 0 at boundary nodes of 
the triangulation, we can prove an asymptotic error estimate of the form 
l i E -  u = 0(h), h- 0 (0.6) 
where U h = (V*lp h) is a solution of the approximate problem. Since it can he shown that H,.~ 
is equivalent to the norm of the Sobolev space H=(G), (0,6) is the same as 
I IU- u'll.,¢o) = 0(h), h-*0. 
Using a variant of Nitsche's trick we can prove 
UU - [.)'h [IHdG)= 0(h2), h --~0. (0.7) 
As a by-product (0.7) implies approximation results for the gradient of p if f = 0 is assumed. 
That is the case whenever we have an elliptic boundary value problem expressible in the 
following divergence form: 
dive-' grad p + o~2p = g, p E ~I(G). 
The definition - iv-le -I grad p = : V obviously leads to a problem of the type (0.3). 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. In order to use variational methods we must first formulate our boundary value problem 
in the "weak" sense. This chapter will contain some definitions and two equivalent formulations 
of problem (0.1), (0.2), together with some general notations. 
Let G be a bounded omain in R 2 with smooth boundary aG(OG E C 3 would be sufficient). 
Also let Ho(G) denote the space of measurable, square integrable complex functions or 
complex vector fields with usual complex inner product ((U, V)no~o): =.fo U. I?dx) and the 
induced norm (lluIl,,o,O>=(u, "JUo(GWrr~tl2 ~ We will always write Ho(G), (',')Ho(G) and II'll,,o,O, 
without indicating the number of components, which will always be clear from the context. A
similar convention will be used for Sobolev spaces ~k(G), Hk(G) (inner product (., ")nk~G>, 
norm I1'11.,<o>, k = 1, 2) and for the spaces H,(OG) (norm I1"11..,~, r ~ [0,1], see [8]). 
We are now able to define the following special spaces of 2-dimensional complex valued 
vector fields 
D:={V ~ Ho(G)ldiv V ~ Ho(G)}, 
Do:={V ~ Ho(G)I div V=0} 
/~: = {V ~ Dl(grad ~b, V)~G)=--(#, div V)so(a) for all 
and similarly, 
R,:={V E Ho(G)lcurl •V E Ho(O)}, 
I~,: = { V E Ho(G)l(curl, &, • V)~o) = (~b, curl •V)~G) for all 
Ro.,: = { V E R, tcurl • V = 0}. 
E Ho(O)}, 
E Ho(G)}, 
where curl V: = O~V2-O2V~ (ai: = ~/Oxi, i= 1,2, (generalized partial derivatives) for V the 
ordered pair V~[ V2EHo(G) and curl.~b:=(02~bJ-01~b) for ~EHdG), ~ scalar. 
With this terminology, we will need to make use of the Hilbert space 
with scalar product 
~:= (Ho(G) x Ho(G), (., .)) 
(U, V): = (U,, •V~)xo~c)+ (U2, kV2).o~G~ 
and norm IIull:= (u, u) lt~ (• 2 x 2 matrix function, k scalar function, see Introduction). 
Finally, we will use the usual convention that C, CI, C2... always denote positive generic 
constants, which may vary with the context. 
1.2. We now have sufficient terminology todiscuss our boundary value problem. 
Using the formal differential operator A, we now define the 2-dimensional "acoustic" 
operator 
sC:D(~) C ~.--,~o 
U~AU,  
where D(~f):ffi ~, N D x/~l(G) and ~.:= (/~ x Ho(G), (', ").) with 
(U, V),:= (U, V) + or(curl eUi, curl •Vz)n~o). 
Because .d is a closed operator, D(z~) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 
(U, V),,,: = (U, V),,+(AU, AV), a>0,  
and is, in fact, a subspace of the Hilbert space 
~'..,:= (R, 0 D x H,(G),(', ")..,) 
endowed with norm [['U,.a. 
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"weak" formulation (0.1), (0.2) are replaced by 
(,~-~,)U f F ~ ~., 
for a some fixed positive number. 
Since curl grad = O, it follows from (l.l) that 
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In the first chapter the boundary value problem was introduced in its classical form. In the 
is orthogonal to D(~¢). [] 
THEOREM 1.3 
The operator ~¢ is selfadjoint in ~'~, a->0. 
Proof. Since ~¢ is symmetric, we have to prove only that D(~¢*) C D(~¢). Let V E D(~¢*), 
N(a curl, curl • + 1) x N(div e-i grad - k)) 
- ~a curl •Ut ffi curl •Fn, (1.2) 
where the index denotes the natural projection on the first factor in the definition of ~.. 
To get further insight into the meaning of (1.1) we consider the properties of d contained in
the following two theorems. But first we need two lemmas. 
Using the projection theorem we obtain, as in [7]. 
LEMMA 1.1 
has the orthogonal decomposition 
~= ~, N Ro., x Ho(G)(~curl, Ht(G) x {0} 
with corresponding orthogonal projections P and Q (with components P~, P2 and QI, Q2 
respectively). 
Writing N(...) for the kernel of (...) and using Lemma 1.1 we can prove. 
LEMMA 1.2 
~',.a has the orthogonal decomposition 
~, . ,= D(.~)(~(N(a curl, curl • + 1)x N(div •-i grad- k)) 
with corresponding projections P,,  Q, respectively. 
Proof. The statement is an immediate consequence of the projection theorem for Hilbert 
spaces. We only have to show that 
D(.~) J"= N(a curl, curl • + 1) x N(div •-i grad - k), 
To prove this we use orthogonal projections P and Q introduced in I~mma 1.2. Since 
AQ = 0 and curl •Q1~1 =curl e~l, we have for ~b E D(~) ± and 17 ~ ~o(O~ c D(a¢)) 
0 ffi (P'q, ~b),.a = a (curl +~1, curl •QId, I),~G) + (,7~, +Q~h)noea). 
Hence a curl, curl eQl~bt +•Q!~1 = 0. 
Similarily for ~ E D(d)(PD(d) C D(d)) 
0 = (P~, ~),,. = (AT, APt)  + (7, P#), 
which implies PI61 = 0 and div •-i grad P2d~- kP2~ = 0. 
From these considerations it is also clear that 
U ~ D(~) (1.1) 
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(u, av)a ffi(Z vk 
Because curl grad --- 0 it follows that 
(U,~9. =(U,~9 
and we have only to show that 
(z, vL = (z, v) 
for all V ~ D(~f). (1.3) 
for all V E D(M) 
for aH V E D(,~). (1.4) 
From this and from (1.3) it will then follow that 
(U,,~V)=(Z, V) forall V E D(af), 
which implies U E D(d). 
To verify (1.4) we observe that Q~ c D(d), .~Q = 0 and curl eQ, V, = curl eV, so that we 
obtain from (1.3) 
0 = (Z, QV)a = (QZ, V) +-.(curl eQ,Z,, curl ~V,).o(o ) 
for all V E ~a. This implies in turn that QZ = O, PZ = Z, and finally that (1.4) holds. [] 
From Lemma 2.1 we see that the spectrum of ~ is real, and it is well-known that the 
spectrum of ~f is discrete (except co=0) because (d-~o)-I[~, is compact, if oJ is in the 
resolvent set p(~). This compactness property is a consequence of the compact inbedding 
result PD( ~f) ~ c.., ~ ([7]). 
Since (I. 1) is not suitable for our method of approximation, we derive instead an equivalent 
sesquilinear form equation for (I.1). To do this we have to prove the following. 
LEMMA 1.4 
There is a constant ~5 > 0 such that 
I[Q¢II-< allcurl ~ll.o,O) (1.5) 
for all ~ E ~.  
Proof. This estimate can be established by contradiction. Let {Q0~}jEN be an admissible 
sequence such that 
[IQ4,jll = 1 and Ucurl ~JIsoco)<j -1. (1.6) 
Because 
IIQCjll,,,(o, s c(IIQCjll + IIcurl ,¢jID (1.7) 
(see [7,9]) the assumption (1.6) implies {O~} C I-Ij(O) is bounded. By Rellich's selection 
theorem[10] there is a subseqeence {Q~ii} converging in ~. 
Using (1.6) again we obtain Q~j, -, ~ = Qdp in g', curl e~ = 0 and hence ~ = 0 in contradic- 
tion to [IQ~bjll = 1 for all j E N. [] 
From now on, we will always assume co E p(,~) and select a to be any fixed number 
larger than 01~o~. 
THEOREM 1.5 
Under this assumption every solution of (1.1) satisfies the equation 
(~b, U),.s(~b, U),.a - (l + a32)(~b, U)--" ((A + a3)~b, a F ) -~ (curl e~bl, curl eFi)uo(6) (1.8) 
for all d, E D(~). Conversely every U 6 D(~) satisfying (1.8) is a solution of (1.1). 
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Proof. Since for 6, U E D(.~) 
(6. U),.. -(1 + ~2)(6, U) = ((A + ~)6, (A - oJ)U) + a curl e61, curl Ui)Ho(o) 
(1.8) follows immediately from (1.1) and (1.2). 
On the other hand, let U ¢ D(d) be a solution of (1.8). Then using the orthogonal 
projections P and Q, (see Lemma 1.1) equation (1.8) can be decomposed. We obtain to yield the 
two independent equations 
and 
_-o 
oJ / / HO(O) 
(-g/6, APU) - ~2(6, PU) = (sl + ~o)6, PF) 
for all 6 E/)(,at). 
By (1.9) 
1 2 
a~url , (U,  +~ F,)I.o~o) = o32(O,(U, +1 F,), ,Q,(U,+ F,))uo~o. 
According to the choice of the parameter a and Lemma 1.4 it follows that 
Q,(U,+ I F,)=O, 
and comequently we obtain equation (1.2). 
Equation (1.10) implies 
dPU - ~oPU = PF 
and so together with - mQIUI = QIFI we obtain (1.1). 
At the end of this chapter we note two regularity estimates. 
Lmm~ 1.6 
Let 6 E D(d) be the solution of 
(n, 6),,. = (n, f) for all n E D(~), 
then 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
[] 
I1~11..,~ ¢1t/11. 
Lemrr~ 1.6 can be shown by eliminating the first or second component of the solution and 
applying re~m-ity results hown in [10] or in [7] respectively. 
1'3 
Let U E D(~) be a solution of (1.8) for a > ~l~oF, then 
II uIl.,(~)~ c(llcuri ~,  I1,,,,o)+ IIFII.~) 
for F ~ ~,~, with curl eF~ ~ H~(G). 
Proo[. Using the same argumentation as in [9] it can be shown that 
II vll.,(~)~ C(l~curl eVll + [[div Vl[ + II rid (Lu) 
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for V ~ J~ F1 D and by technics used in [10] we have 
llvlls:)<-C(~curleVll.,to)+l~div vII.,to,+IIVlIH:,) for V ~/~ G D, (1.12) 
if the right side is bounded. 
Since a > ~[w~, by Theorem 1.5 (~f - ~o)(V[p) = (F~[F2). Combining this with (1.2), (1.I) and 
(1.12) we obtain 
II v11.:,-< c(ll~url *~ II,,,,~)+ IIFII + Ilgrad F21I). 
For the second component p we estimate by the same technics 
UplI.:) -< C(IIFll + lldiv F, l). [] 
2. ASYMPTOTIC CONVERGENCE OF FE-APPROXIMATION 
Equation (1.8) provides the basis for the formulation of the approximate problem. 
We approximate he solution of the equation (1.8) using piece-wise linear functions. For 
constructing finite element spaces let h ~ (0, 1] be a discretization parameter and let ~ = {A} be 
finite subdivisions of G into triangles A ~ ~,  possibly curved along ~G, which are regular in 
the usual sense, that is 
(Tt) Any two element of ~-h may meet at most in common sides or in common vertices. Each 
A ~ ~-h contains a circle with radius Coh and is contained in a circle with radius Co-lh. 
Let F h be a polygon with all nodes (induced by ~-h) located on o~G. The domain enclosed by 
F h is denoted by G s and we note that, because of poss~le non-convexity, it does not necessarily 
hold that G h C G. We will need to use the property that all vertices of I "~ can be located on the 
~G in such a way that 
(T~) 
max dist (x, aG) ~ C~h 2. 
xE I "  
We note that this follows from the smoothness of 0G. 
Let C(G) denote {~: G--, CId, continuous in ¢~}. The finite element spaces, we need to use, 
will be of the following type, 
S?:={vlEC(G)2I~IA linear for all A E ~-h, n ^ e~ = 0 at the node points of 0G} 
S2k:={q/EC(G)[*]A linear for all A E ~h, ~ vanishes at node points of OG}. 
We define ~:  = $1 h x $2 h as a subspace of ~ .~ and let ph be the orthogonal projection of g .= 
on ~ with components P?, t'2 h. In the sequel we shall assume the following (see [3]): 
Approximation property of I : .  For each UEH2(G)N(I~f3DxI~I~(G)) there is a 0hE 
for which 
(AP) Uu- 0~II,.~ ~ ChlIUII~:,. 
I~MARK 2. I 
This property is equivalent to the existence of O h E ~Y' satisfying 
II u - Oh ll.,~o) ~ Ch l UlJ~,o,, 
because D(~)+~ '~--D(zd) (~ Q.~ ¢--,/'/l(G) uniformly for h--~0 (see Ref. [7]). 
Because ~ ~2 D(.d) we will have to deal with non-conformal elements with respect to the 
boundary conditions. According to the following lemma we have "almost" zero boundary 
condition for elements of ~ (see Ref. [3]). 
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LEMM^ 2.2 
Under assumption (Tt) we have for all V E S, h 
fin ^  ,Vll.o,~O)+ h'/2lln ^  ,Vllu,,=,~,s C, h211Vll.,(o~+ C2h"~llVll.,(u~(~, (2.1) 
and for all p E $2 h 
liP [[So(Oa) +h I/2[L[7 [IHI/2(¢IG ) ~ C382 [[p []HI(G) + C4h 3/2J[p I[HI(UAh(0G)), (2.2) 
where 
Ah(0G):--{A • ,9"hldim(A n aG)= I}. 
We also have the following 
COROLLARY 2.3 
If UeP,~,.oNH2(G) is such that (Qh:=l-Ph) 
IIQ*uIl.,(o)-< calluIl.,(a,, then IIn ^ P,hU, II.~)+ IIP~hu211.o,~a)-< Ch~llUIl.:,. 
Proof. Using one dimensional integration it follows that 
II uIl.,(~ ~,~,, <- Ch '~ll U!!~,G,. 
Using this estimate and also the observation that 
the corollary follows. [] 
The finite dimensional analogues of our problem are: Let FEe's. Find UhESt '* such that 
(4, h, Uh),,, - (1 + 052)(~bh, U*) = ((A + 05)¢b h, F) -~- (curl e~b, h  curl ~FI)H0(G ) (2.3) 
for all 4, e ~.  
We will obtain the solvability of this problem as a by-product in the proof of following 
convergence r sult. 
THEO~M 2.4 
Under the assumptions mentioned above on e, k, oJ, a and on OG, there exist ht > 0 such that 
(2.3) is uniquely solvable for all F E ~,  and h E (0, h,]. Furthermore the following con- 
vergence stimates hold 
and 
flU- UN[ ~ C, h2(IIFH... + [Icurl ,F, Ilu,,a,) 
[I U -  V h [I,~ < C2h(IIFH,.. + Hcurl eF, llu,aO. 
for all F e ~,.o with curl ~.Fj E H,(G). 
Proof. 
A. Since (A - co) U = F for U: = R.,F, equation (2.3) can be written 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
($, U' ),.~ - (1 + 052) (p,$, U'  ) = ($, P '  U),.o - (1 + 05 2) (P'~b, U) - 05 [(P'$, A U) - (AP'$, U)] 
or equivalently 
($, U - Ph U),.o - (1 + 05)(P*$, U h - U) = 05 [(ph$, AU) - (APh$, U)] for all 4, E ~,.a. 
(2.6) 
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To investigate (2.6) by means of perturbation theory we derive an equivalent operator 
equation in ~,.o.To do this we introduce the operators 
S: ~D(~)  T: ~ ~ R',~ B: D(M)~ ~,~ 
defined by the equations 
(7/, 0°)),.~ = (7, d~) for all ~/~ D(.~), (2.7) 
(d~, 0~z)),.o = ( ( I -  P,)~, d,) for all ~ ~ R',.~ (2.8) 
and 
(0, ~o)),.o = (AO, dp)- (0, Adp) for all 0 E ~,.~. 
Then (2.3) can be written in the form (Qh:= I -  ph) 
[I - (1 + w2)Ph(S + T)](U h - U) - ~PhBU - QhU. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
If I - ( l+~o~)Ph(S+ T) has a bounded inverse on X :=D(d) (~Q,g  ~ C ~,~, then (2.10) 
implies the existence of the solution operator R,h: ~o -~ ~.  
We now proceed to establish the existence of this bounded inverse. Firstly, we have to 
prove 
(a) 
and 
I - (1  + ~z)S: X~X is injective 
I -  (I + ~z)$ is surjective. (b) 
Statement (a) follows because ( I -  (1 + o~2)S)~ =0 is equivalent to (~-  =)~b = 0 (see the 
proof of Theorem 1.5). Statement (b) is true because ven (I - (1 + ¢o2)b')~ =f E g is solvable, 
which can be seen by the decomposition technique used to prove Theorem 1.5. And since 
f E X and S~o E D(~), we have ~b E X. From (a) and Co) follows that l - ( l+a,=)S has a 
bounded inverse. 
From the invertibility of ( I - ( I  + oj2)S) the desired invertibility of I - (1  +co2)Ph($+ T) 
follows, by using perturbation-theoretical arguments, from the fact that 
and that 
IIs~-P~S,~ll,.~<_C, hll~ll forall & E $ff (2.11) 
IIPhT II C2h3121t 11 forall ~b E R'. (2.12) 
Inequality (2.11) is a consequence of the approximation property (AP) and the regularity 
estimate for $ (Lemma 1.8). 
To prove the inequality (2.12) we first notice that from (2.8) it follows that for ck = PhTY E 
IIP  II,L. ffi (ph i ,  r r ) , .  ffi y) (2.13) 
and from (2.7) for 71 = p ,ph~,  and ~ E g,.~, 
(P,Ph~b, Y) = (Ph~b, SY),.o (2.14) 
or equivalently 
(Q,ph&, y) = (ph&, y )_  (phc.b ' SY),.~. (2.15) 
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Using projectors P and Q one can prove (see proof of Lemma 1.2) that the solution 
SY E D(.~) of equation (2.7) satisfies a "natural" boundary condition div(SY), E/~,(G). 
Using this and combining Lemma 2.2 and regularity estimates for S (Lemma 1.6) we obtain 
(Q,ph4, Y )s  [foo P2h~(n" e-' grad (SY)2)do [1+ [ ;~c (n ^  (¢P~h4,))curl e(SYh do II 
s ch'mllP  U,.. IIYI[. (2.16) 
Putting 4, = TY and using (2.13) we have (2.12). Thus we have proved the existence of R. h. In 
the following two steps (steps B and C) we shall establish the error estimates (2.4) and (2.5) 
respectively. 
B. Since (I + (I + o~2)Ph(S +T))-t: X-.,X has a uniform bound for h ~0, the error estimate 
(2.4) following immediately from Lemma 1.7 and from estimates 
[[ Qh U[[,., ~ C, h I[ U[[u~o) (2.17) 
and 
IIPh Ull... < C2h3all Ul[,,,o), (2.18) 
which hold for sufficiently small h. 
The inequality (2.17) is a consequence of the approximation property (AP) as in (2.11). 
Because by partial integration we find 
^ I 
Lemma 2.2 leads easily to (2.18). 
C. To prove (2.5) we first remark that ( I - (1 + ¢o2)Ph(S+ T))-': ~'-'* ~' can be shown to 
have a uniform bound for h-~0 along the same lines as above in the case ( I -  
(1 + ~o2)P h (S + T)): X--, X. So to prove (2.5) it needs to show that for sufficiently small h 
and 
[[O h Ul[ s Csh2[l uII.2, , (2.19) 
(2.20) 
and then to use Lemma 1.7. 
We write QhU = P,QhU + Q, QhU and first prove that 
liP, Qh ull -< Ch =ll (2.21) 
Using (2.7) for ~ = P,QkU and ",1 = P,QhU we obtain by (2.11), (2.17) and by Lemma 1.6 
IIe.Q uIP = I(Q u, QhgP ,QhU),.~ [< Ch211UII. ,, ,IIP,Q UII, 
and this establishes (2.21). Otherwise since Q, U ffi0, we have Q, QhU=Q.PhU, so that 
from (2.16) for 4, = U and Y = Q,PhU and Corollary 2.3 we obtain, using the fact 
for all d' £ / t  'h, that 
II Q *Ph UI~ <- Ch211UIIH2(~IIQ ,P h UII. 
Combining this with (2.21) the inequality (2.19) follows. 
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To prove (2.20) we first remark that putting Z: = SPhBU We have according to Lemma 1.8 
that Z E D(~) ~ H2(G). By the same arguments as in the proof of (2.16) we also have that 
(~,Z),~ = (~,P~BU)+ II(~,Z) forall ,=(~I~2)E~,  (2.22) 
where I~(~, Z) is a boundary integral with 
[Ij(,, Z)]_< Ifoo ~2n" '-1 grad Z2 d°l  + (n^(e~,))curl(eZ,)do I" 
Using the definition of B we find 
(phBU, Z),~ =(BU, PhZ),.o =- i f  (n . UI)(PhZ)2do =: I2(U,Z). (2.23) 
Jo 6 
Writing, = phBU in (2.22) we have 
IIPhBUI~ = 12(U, Z) - I,(PhBU, Z). (2.24) 
Using Corollary 2.3 and Lemma 1.6 we obtain 
I2(u, z)  _< C, h21lzllH,(o,ll ull,,,(o,-< C2h'llPhBvll I[ullu,(o~ • (2.25) 
Finally, combining Lemma 2.2, inequality (2.18) and Lemma 1.6 we have 
I~(PhBU, Z) <- CIh~/2jlphBUII,. a IIZIIH2¢o) <-- C2h3[IUI[..a [IPhBUll (2.26) 
and (2.20) follows from (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26). [] 
We shall end our considerations with the following remarks. 
R~WO~K 2.5 
The same procedure applied here to prove Theorem 2.4 can be used with some obvious 
modifications toprove the analogous result in the case of the Neumann boundary value problem 
AU-o~U=FER,  xHt(G) UEI~NR,×Ht(G).  
In fact, this case is identical with the two-dimensional Maxweil's boundary value problem. This 
can be seen by a change of notation: Let V= (VIIV2):= (U2-U~). Then it is easily checked 
that V solves Maxwell's equation. For results ee [10]. 
REMARK 2.6 
It should be mentioned that the acoustic equations contain a certain class of second order 
elliptic boundary value problems. For example if p satisfies the Helmholtz equation 
Ap + oJ2p = g, p E I~,(G), 
Above considerations give for the gradient of p the approximation U~ h with 
Ilgrad p - U, hllHo,o, -- h- 0. 
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